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	Familial breast cancer: classification, care and managing breast cancer and related risks in people with a family history of breast cancer (CG164)
This guideline covers care for people with a family history of breast, ovarian or another related (prostate or pancreatic) cancer. It aims to improve the long-term health of these families by describing strategies to reduce the risk of and promote early detection of breast cancer (including genetic testing and mammography). It also includes advice on treatments (tamoxifen, raloxifene) and surgery (mastectomy).

	Result type
	Clinical guideline


	Last updated
	14 November 2023
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	Improving outcomes in breast cancer (CSG1)
This guideline covers how healthcare services for breast cancer should be organised. It aims to improve care for women with breast cancer by recommending which healthcare professionals should be involved in care.

	Result type
	Cancer service guideline


	Published
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	Breast cancer (QS12)
This quality standard covers the care of people with breast cancer after they have been referred to a specialist team. It includes the management of early (ductal carcinoma in situ and invasive), locally advanced and advanced breast cancer; recurrent breast cancer; and familial breast cancer. It describes high-quality care in priority areas for improvement.
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	Quality standard


	Last updated
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	Menopause: diagnosis and management (NG23)
This guideline covers the diagnosis and management of menopause, including in women who have premature ovarian insufficiency. The guideline aims to improve the consistency of support and information provided to women in menopause.
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	NICE guideline
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	Early and locally advanced breast cancer: diagnosis and management (NG101)
This guideline covers diagnosing and managing early and locally advanced breast cancer. It aims to help healthcare professionals offer the right treatments to people, taking into account the person's individual preferences.
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	NICE guideline


	Last updated
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	Artificial intelligence in mammography (MIB242)
NICE has developed a medtech innovation briefing (MIB) on artificial intelligence in mammography .

	Result type
	Medtech innovation briefing


	Published
	5 January 2021




	Suspected neurological conditions: recognition and referral (NG127)
This guideline covers the initial assessment of symptoms and signs that might indicate a neurological condition. It helps non-specialist healthcare professionals to identify people who should be offered referral for specialist investigation.
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	NICE guideline


	Last updated
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	Molecular testing strategies for Lynch syndrome in people with colorectal cancer (DG27)
Evidence-based recommendations on using immunohistochemistry or microsatellite instability testing to guide further testing for Lynch syndrome in people with colorectal cancer
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	Diagnostics guidance


	Published
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